
Q-SEE QT718-6F2-2 Platinum Series 8 Channel SDI DVR 1080p Resolution with 6 weatherproof cameras, 2 Terabyte HDD 

Platinum Surveillance Solution with a Versatile Camera Set 
An array of remote monitoring features and camera versatility, the 
QT718 SDI DVR bundle with 3 dome cameras and 3 bullet cameras is the 
8 channel you can trust. Download free Q-See apps for the SDI DVR and 
always stay connected to your platinum system. Receive email alerts with 
incident snapshots and updates on the system itself. With the two 
included camera types, securing vulnerable or high traffic areas has never 
been easier thanks to each camera’s versatility when mounting. Most 
importantly, feel reassured knowing that your surveillance system offers 
digital, HD resolution for recorded video of noticeable clarity on all 
available channels.  (Note: Cat-5 and un-shielded Cable will not work 
with SDI cameras) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Features:  
High Definition for Complete Protection 
Featuring 1080p resolution, 1000TV Lines, and standard BNC connections, the QH8003B bullet camera is the obvious solution for those seeking 
peace of mind. This sleek camera offers an impressive 1920×1080 recording resolution in a sturdy all-metal housing that protects it from the 
elements. See faces, license plate and other objects at reasonable distances when you protect yourself with a Q-See SDI camera. 
 
1080p Recording Image Size  
You’ll always feel protected with 100%, truly digital 1080 resolution. While the camera captures video in HD, the SDI records in HD so the image the 
camera sees is the image recorded. With HD 1080p image resolution, video will be clear enough to recognize people and objects at reasonable 
distances. 
 
 



Free Q-See Apps for Remote Monitoring 

Always stay connected with when Q-See puts peace of mind right at your fingertips. With free apps for iPhone, iPad, Android and Windows Phone 

7.5/8 compatible phones. Q-See apps offer convenience and portability by providing access and control over the system and its video streams while 

away. 

• Compatible Internet browsers: Firefox, Chrome and IE 

• Free Multi-System Software - included on CD – allows you to monitor your NVR regardless of browser 

Additional Remote Monitoring Specifications: 

• Receive instant email alerts and snapshot images when motion is detected, an alarm is triggered, video loss occurs or other event. 

• Up to 10 users can simultaneously log into the NVR with dual-stream technology allowing for easier Internet access even on reduced-

bandwidth connections 

• Q-See’s Free MyQ-See.com Dynamic DNS allows you to access your DVR remotely using a convenient URL instead of a complicated – and 

sometimes changing – IP address 

• Compatible operating systems: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8/ Mac OSX 10.7 & 10.8 

• Compatible devices: iPhone, iPad, Android and Windows Phone 7.5/8 

 
 
HDMI® Port for High Resolution Viewing. 
Connect to any 19” or larger TV or Monitor to take advantage of SDI’s crystal clear clarity with the HDMI® port and included standard HDMI® cable. 
For added convenience, the SDI also includes VGA and BNC connections for standard resolution viewing options. 
 
Start-Up Wizard 
Setting up your system has never been easier! With the new Q-See integrated Start-Up Wizard, setting up your remote access and basic SDI 
settings is laid out with a straight forward on-screen guide. Easily configure and learn how to access your SDI from your computer browser. The 
wizard even helps you setup remote monitoring on your mobile device. The wizard is automatic and begins assisting you as soon as you power up 
the SDI for the first time. 
 
2TB A/V Rated Hard Drive 
To ensure you never miss a vital moment, this SDI DVR comes with a sturdy A/V Rated 2TB hard drive. This system can support a max of 2 A/V 
Rated SATA HDD‘s of up to 3 TB Each.  
 
Convenient Backup 
Transfer video files from the surveillance system to a PC, Flash Drive or USB Hard Drive in order to free-up space for new video while retaining 
important footage.  
  
 



H.264 Compression 
H.264 compression minimizes file size in order to maximize the recording time, which also allows you to efficiently store as well as transfer video 
smoothly for viewing over the internet. 
 
User-Friendly Navigation 
The easy to use interface, along with the accompanying mouse and remote, make moving through menus a breeze. 
 
Customizable Recording Modes 
With four recoding modes to choose from, the NVR is easily customized to suit your individual surveillance recording needs 

1. Record continuously: Manually start and stop recording 
2. Schedule: Trigger recording to start and end at specific times with a daily timer  
3. Motion: Trigger recording to start when motion is detected  
4. Alarm: Link system to trigger from an external alarm (alarm not included) 

 
1, 4, 8 Auto-sequence Viewing Options 
View all cameras at once on a split-screen, or view 1 camera at a time on full screen mode with the option to cycle through each of the cameras at 
a customizable speed. You can also view the video feeds in a 4 camera or 8 camera screen grid. 
 
Easy Search Options 
In order to easily pinpoint and event this SDI DVR allows you to search recorded video by time, motion detection event, alarm triggered event. 
 
Zoom up to 2x When Viewing Live or Playing Back Footage 
Need to zoom in or get a better look on a specific section of live or recorded video? This SDI offers 2x digital zoom on footage that offers a better 
picture of what ever small detail you may need. 
 
Free Multi-System Software 
Thinking of expanding your security system or needing to monitor a separate location? Q-See offers its free Multi-System Software for its QT-series 
DVRs. Monitor multiple QT-series DVRs from a single computer using just one, simple log-in. Control each DVR just as if you were sitting at it! 
Select which cameras on which DVRs to view in single screen or split screen mode up to 64 individual cameras at once! 

 Connect up to multiple Q-See QT Series DVRs. 
 
1/3 Image Sensor 
Expect clear, crisp images day or night thanks to the quality camera sensors and HD digital resolution. 
 
 
 



Fixed Camera Lens 
The bullet cameras’ fixed 4.2mm lens offers a 55°-60° field of view while the dome cameras offer a built-in, fixed 3.6mm lens which provides a 65º - 
70º field of view. 
 
High Quality LEDS 
All cameras can see up to 50ft in the dark to always keep you protected thanks to bullets’ 30 LEDS and the dome cameras’ 24 LEDs. 
 
Shielded 100ft RG-59U Cables 
Each camera in this Q-See system comes with 100ft of quality, shielded UL Rated RG-59 cables. This allows cables to be run through wall and adds 
length and versatility without compromising video signal. Cable can be extended up to a single run 500ft length. An additional power supply is need 
when extending to a max length. 
 
Additional Specifications 

 SDI Power Supply: 12V output 

 SDI Operating Temperature: 50°-104°F 

 Camera Power Supply: 12V output 

 Camera Operating Temperatures: 14-122F at 95% humidity 
Resolution and Frame Rate: 

 Live Display Resolution and Frame Rate: 1920×1080, 30 FPS per camera (real-time) 

 Playback Resolution: 1080p (1920×1080 240 FPS total/ 15 FPS per camera ) 

 Recording Frame Rate: 1080p (1920×1080 240 FPS total/ 15 FPS per camera ) 
 
WHAT'S INCLUDED 
1-year Q-See Warranty & Lifetime Technical Support 
8-Channel Digital SDI with 2TB Hard Drive (QT718-2) 
(3) High Definition SDI Bullet Cameras (QH8003B) 
(3) High Definition SDI Dome Cameras (QH8007D) 
(6) 100ft RG-59 Shielded Cable 
(2) 4-way camera power adapter for efficient installation 
USB Mouse and Remote Control 
CD-ROM with Remote Viewing Software and Manuals 
Power supply for DVR 
RJ-45 Ethernet Cable 
Standard HDMI® Cable 
BNC to RCA adapter 
Warning Stickers 


